
Teamwork of the family research Westerwald  

Persons to turn to: Barbara Püschel and Hans Pettelkau  

 

If nessesary, please contact us via our web site.  

 

Fax-Hotline of the ARGEWE: +49 (0) 211 542 398 0398 

 

As you have already seen at our homepage we have established a page for interview for every 
participant and a list of contents of his researches. From the list of contents one can jump to the 
researches prepared.  

 

For preparation of the data:  

 

Every researcher has decided for himself in which form he prepares his data. Not everyone does work 
with computer programme for family research, which registers the distribution of Gedcom files or 
complete genealogical tables or descendant lists (particularly prepared already today directly for the 
internet).  

 

I. Researchers who work with a corresponding programme have the following possibilities:  

 

1. Registration of corresponding lists, perhaps even with an index in htm form  

2. Registration of corresponding lists as file (MS-Word-file - .doc - or - .rtf -)  

3. Sending of a Gedcom file at disc or per e-mail. With the sending of Gedcom files we ask for 
information, which representation form is desired (list of contents, genealogical tables or family 
repertory) and from which person with which number of generations we shall make the 
registration. It could be that persons who are still alive should not appear in it.  

 

For the case that you produce internet files yourself, please pay attention to the following:  

1. Please don’t take any special signs in the file names (. / # =)  

2. The file names shouldn’t be longer than 8 signs (without file extension).  

 

For the case that you produce files with names are longer than 8 signs:  



Please send us them only in a WinZip-file because the names in it will be transferred without changes 
and won’t be garbled during the transport.  
 

II. Researchers without possibility of producing of the files but with existence of data in the computer  

 

1. Registration of a personal list with comprehensive information (if possible in alphabetical order)  

2. Registration of a personal list in short form; from here proceed the links at family papers and 
corresponding family papers (?personal papers?) in the htm-form  

3. Registration of a list of names with links at a corresponding personal list of the corresponding 
name, from here proceed the links at the corresponding personal papers (htm-form)  

 

For the case that you produce internet data yourself, please keep attention on the following:  

 

1. Please don’t use any special signs in the file names (. / # =)  

2. The file names should not be longer than 8 signs (without extension of files)  

 

For the case that you produce files which have names with more than 8 signs:  

Please send us them only in a WinZip-file because the names in it will be transferred without changes 
and won’t be garbled during the transport.  
 

III. Researchers without computer:  

 

Conveyance of a personal list which should include at least information to family names and first 
names, place and at least approximate information from the year and perhaps hints to parents, 
respectively children.  

 

IV. For all researchers:  

 

Every researcher should shortly present himself (either with picture or without, every should know it 
himself). This presentation also as file. If you don’t have a computer we surrogate will fill in the data.  

 

We also need a short information to the family names on which it is mainly researched in the 
Westerwald and a short line-up of the places in which the researcher researches in the Westerwald.  



 

But you also can help us with reports to the further themes of the homepage (opportune discoveries, 
anecdotes, The Westerwald) and with information about links for Westerwald homepages (researchers, 
clubs, communities).  

 

For the case that you want to participate on our team work please send us the corresponding literature, 
respectively files.  

 

(13.04.2007)  


